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The workshop consisted of seven talks divided in two sessions: the morning
session with four talks was chaired by Lorenzo Peccati while the remaining three
talks were held in the afternoon session, with Elisa Luciano as chair. The workshop
was followed by a round table on “La BANCASSICURAZIONE: diversità e
convergenze”.

The first paper, “Market and abuse detection: a methodology based on
financial time series” by Emilio Barucci, Carlo Bianchi, Federico Casciari and
Emanuele Squillantini, proposes a method for detecting situations of insider trading
and market manipulation. The method is based on the analysis of time series of
stock returns and volumes: indeed, the presence of autocorrelation in returns and
volumes is usually considered an anomaly, as it is the cases of high volumes and
unexpected returns. The proposed methodology shows both a good performance in
terms of a limited number of false signals and the ability to reproduce the actions
taken by the Italian Authority Consob, specifically around 70% of those officially
processed.

The second paper, “Copulas and dependence models in credit risk : diffusions
versus jump” by Elisa Luciano, deals with the dependence of firm defaults. It is
important to account for such a dependence in credit risk models in order to
correctly assess the default probability for single obligors.

The paper examines the most common approach for dependence modelling,
namely copula functions, by discussing the choice of the copula function and of the
stochastic process which describes the firm’s asset values. As for the latter, the latest
investigations suggest the use of a pure jump asset process instead of a diffusion
process. Factor copulas can be included in both cases, although leading to
substantially different assessments of default probabilities. As an illustration,
datasets concerning five companies active in the credit derivative market are
considered.
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The article “Stochastic volatility models in investment choices” by Carmine
Corvasce investigates the use of stochastic volatility models in financial markets.

Specifically, it is studied how these models can support investment choices
made by traders and quantitative fund managers in their activities.

The need of modelling stochastic volatility is largely justified by the most
important features empirically observed in many financial markets.

The Heston model is one of the most common models and it uses two separate
stochastic differential equations for the dynamics of the underlying and the
volatility: they are given by a geometrical Brownian motion and a CIR (CoxIngersoll-
Ross) model, respectively. Its major advantages and limitations are discussed,
together with its use in the analysis of certain derivative instruments in view of
conscious investment choices.

The forth work, “Banking and Insurance groups : tighter ties ahead ?” by
Rainer Masera (originally conceived as slide presentation), discusses the new
concept of “Bank-Insurance” and points out effectively the reasons for this synergy.

The contribution starts with an overview of market developments and global
perspectives of the financial industry, with focus on the two concepts of premier
performance and selective conglomerate. The potential benefits and the challenges
of combining banking and insurance activities are then examined within the
framework of the corporate governance holding model: a successful example in this
respect is given by the KBC group. Afterwards, the author explores in some detail
the model of risk and capital investment in banking and insurance. Finally,
particular attention is devoted to the interplay of strategic and global risk, which is
an important issue for banks and insurance companies as it affects the whole
financial industry.

The afternoon session was opened by the work of Francesco Corielli on
“Model error analysis methods”. The paper addresses the problem of specification
errors in stochastic models by reviewing some of the existing techniques used for
the analysis of such errors. Specifically, stochastic models based on diffusion
equations are considered, within the more general setting of Markov processes as
applied in finance.

The sixth paper, “Stochastic mortality in life insurance” by Annamaria
Olivieri ed Ermanno Pitacco, deals with the assessment of the risk profile of a life
insurer. Such an assessment requires a stochastic model for the number of deaths
in a given population. The authors provide an extensive review of the basic models
suitable for representing both the risk of random fluctuations (known as “process
risk”) and the risk of systematic deviation (or “uncertainty risk”). Moreover,
particular attention is devoted to the impact of such risks on the performance of life
portfolios.
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The closing contribution of the workshop was the paper “Solvency II project
and risk capital modelling for underwriting risk of property & casualty insurers”
by Nino Savelli. The author describes the provisional SCR (Solvency Capital
Requirement) formula adopted by CEIOPS in May 2006 for the QIS2 (Quantitative
Impact Study n. 2) document. Attention is focused on the introduced methods for
the management of premium risk and of reserving risk in a non-life insurance
company.

In order to test the SCR formula, a comparison is carried out between the asset
requirements calculated for some hypothetical insurance companies and the results
supplied by a simulation model based on a risk-theory approach. To this aim, the
author presents a sensitivity analysis according to different risk measures, confidence
levels and time horizons. Finally, the major drawbacks and weaknesses of the SCR
formula are discussed.

The round table “La BANCASSICURAZIONE, diversità e convergenze” was
moderated by Ugo Bertone (Bloomberg Borsa & Finanza) and featured the
participation of eminent members of banking and insurance companies, among
others Fausto  Marchionni from FONDIARIA SAI. There was a extensive discussion
on pros and cons of the “Bank-Insurance” model, which has characterized since
mid 90’s the banking and insurance sectors. It has been also remarked how the
“Bank-Insurance” model is just one of the possible ways of combining banking and
insurance activities. According to R.  Masera the specific factors of combining are:
– the economies of scale and scope (on revenues and costs);

– the possibility to be a one-stop supplier;

– the potential to optimize capital raising structure for insurers;

– the new management and value creation techniques.

Moreover, “Bank-Insurance” model must develop organized structures –
annex sales, transactional sales, relationship sales – to involve the customer in a
system of satisfactions as far as to gain a customer loyalty.




